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Biomimetic vaterite formation at surfaces structurally templated by oligo(glutamic acid) peptides

Previous studies have reported that the metastable vaterite phase of calcium carbonate can be stabilized in solution by acidic additives. Here we demonstrate that vaterite can also be stabilized directly at surfaces by engineered peptides. Our data show that the mineralisation occurs in a ‘self-templating’ process where calcium ions restructure the peptide backbone, which in turn allows for effective vaterite precipitation.
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Previous studies have reported that the metastable vaterite phase of calcium carbonate can be stabilized in solution by acidic additives. Here we demonstrate that vaterite can also be stabilized directly at surfaces by engineered peptides. Our data show that the mineralisation occurs in a ‘self-templating’ process where calcium ions restructure the peptide backbone, which in turn allows for effective vaterite precipitation.

In nature, biomacromolecules, like peptides, proteins and polysaccharides, are frequently employed to control the formation of minerals, such as calcium carbonate (CaCO3), which can be found in pearl, nacre, and other invertebrate hard tissue.1–9 To better understand this biomineralisation process, previous work has involved extracting peptides or proteins from mollusk shells and understanding this biomineralisation process, previous work has involved extracting peptides or proteins from mollusk shells and other invertebrates, and determining whether these biomacromolecules function as organic templates to regulate the crystallization of calcium carbonate.1,2–5 Typically, CaCO3 crystallizes into three anhydrous polymorphs: calcite, aragonite, and vaterite. Thermodynamically, vaterite is the least stable phase and accordingly it occurs rarely as a geological mineral in sediments.10 At the same time, for material science, vaterite is a highly attractive calcium-based mineral (calcium oxalate), and moreover, similar calcium-based mineral (calcium oxalate), and moreover, these modified particles are quite densely deposited onto the controlled growing crystal plane.21 Based on these results, we hypothesize the impact of acidic groups on vaterite formation is even stronger near surfaces rather than in solution.

In this communication we demonstrate that vaterite can also be stabilized on inorganic surfaces by peptides designed to carry acidic side chains. Direct surface precipitation can be advantageous for the design of biocompatible implant surfaces and targeted drug particles. To glean information about the surface mineralisation process we study the interaction between surface-bound peptides and CaCO3 minerals.

As a model system, we used a thiol-terminated oligo(glutamic acid) peptide (Glu5, see Scheme 1) attached to gold surface. Upon interaction with the calcium precursors, the chemisorbed peptide monolayer acted as a structural template, mediating the precipitation process so that vaterite was preferentially expressed. The vaterite polymorph structure obtained was characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) measurements. In addition, the structural changes in the peptide template accompanying the vaterite formation were monitored by a combination of near edge X-ray absorption fine structure (NEXAFS) and sum frequency generation (SFG) spectroscopy.
The formation of a contamination-free and densely packed Glu5 peptide monolayer on Au was confirmed by X-ray photo-electron spectroscopy (XPS). The derived atomic composition averaged over three different samples of Glu5 films is provided in the ESI† (Table S1). The data clearly show the expected presence of carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen, and the results are in general agreement with the theoretical composition of Glu5 molecules preserving full chemical integrity. N 1s and S 2p spectra are shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b), respectively. A dodecanethiol (DDT) self-assembled monolayer (SAM) was included as reference with well documented surface structure.22 The N 1s spectrum shown in Fig. 1(a) exhibits a single emission near 400 eV related to the amide nitrogen atoms within the Glu5 backbone. The nitrogen signal is absent in the DDT control spectrum. The chemical attachment of Glu5 on the gold surface was determined using S 2p spectra, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The spectra exhibit a S 2p3/2,1/2 doublet at a binding energy (BE) of 161.9 to 162.0 eV, which can be assigned to thiolate-type sulfur bonded directly to the Au surface, while no traces of physically or oxidized species were observed in the spectra. This BE value also agrees well with the analogous values previously observed for aliphatic and aromatic self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) on gold substrates.23,24 In addition to the analysis of the peak energies in the spectra, the packing density of the Glu5 peptide SAM was estimated from the intensity ratios of the S 2p and Au 4f emissions, following the approach of ref. 25 and 26. As a reference system, the DDT SAM with well-known packing density of 4.62 × 10¹⁴ molecules per cm² was used.23,24 The derived packing density is 3.58 × 10¹⁴ molecules per cm², which is in the range for common SAMs,23,26 but much higher than that for larger peptides or protein on the surface, showing that the packing is very dense.27 By comparison, the packing density for 15-amino acid peptides is ~0.25 × 10¹⁴ molecules per cm².28 Here the dense Glu5 packing ensures a high local density of acidic residues at the surface and, possibly, provides improved bonding opportunity for crystallizing CaCO₃.

The mineralisation of calcium carbonate on the functionalized gold surfaces was studied by XRD and the resulting patterns are shown in Fig. 2. The main reflection at 2θ = 32.8°, which can be unambiguously assigned to vaterite, demonstrates the stabilization of this crystal modification on Glu5 peptide layer, while calcite is the only phase obtained on the DDT-coated surface. The stabilization of vaterite on Glu5 SAM is further supported by the SEM images, shown in Fig. 3. The typical spherical vaterite polymorph can be clearly seen on the Glu5 SAM, while the DDT coated surface results in typical rhombohedral calcite structure. Here the obtained vaterite structure survived after repeated rinsing with water for salt removal, and was also stable under ambient condition for months.

To obtain information about the mechanism by which the Glu5 monolayer induces vaterite formation, we applied NEXAFS spectroscopy to investigate structural changes within the Glu5 SAM when interacting with the mineral precursors. NEXAFS spectra exhibit characteristic resonances related to electronic transitions from atomic core levels to unoccupied molecular orbitals making this technique very sensitive to molecular bonds and the local environment around the probed element.29,30
For protein and peptides on surfaces, NEXAFS can provide important information about their structure by probing the conformation of the backbone amide bonds at the nitrogen K-edge. Fig. 4 (left) shows nitrogen NEXAFS spectra of Glu5 SAMs before and after vaterite formation. As expected, the spectra are dominated by a broad σ* resonance at ~406 eV attributed to N–C and N–H orbitals, and a π* transition at ~401 eV assigned to backbone amide bonds.

Apart from the electronic structure, the molecular orientation and order in the peptide can also be derived from the NEXAFS data, relying on the so-called linear dichroism, which can be described as the dependence of the absorption cross-section on the relative orientation of the molecular orbital and electric field vector of linearly polarized X-rays. The standard way of monitoring this linear dichroism is to analyse the difference between the spectra acquired at normal (90°) and grazing (20°) X-ray angles. The difference spectrum for the Glu5 SAM before exposure to the CaCO₃ precursor is featureless, which indicates that the N–H and amide bonds in the peptide are largely disordered prior to mineralisation. After growth of vaterite on the peptide layer, however, an intense π* peak appears in the difference spectrum, which implies the backbone of the peptide became ordered during mineralisation. From further quantitative analysis, the average tilt angle of the π* molecular orbital can be calculated following the established theoretical framework, assuming that Glu5 peptide forms a perfectly aligned monolayer and that the amide π* orbital is oriented perpendicular to the N–C–O plane of the peptide bond, then the Glu5 molecules tilt ~35° with respect to the surface. Taking into account this tilt angle and the size of the peptide, we estimate a thickness of 15.2 Å for the Glu5 SAM, in good agreement with the XPS-derived thickness value of 15.9 Å.

The induced structural order in the surface-bound Glu5 peptides upon mineralisation is also supported by SFG spectra recorded in the amide I region (Fig. 5). The SFG selection rules dictate that an SFG response will only originate from ordered structures of the adsorbed peptide on Au. Despite the dense packing of the Glu5 molecules on Au as shown by the XPS data, no clear spectral features were observed in the SFG spectra of the pure Glu5 SAM, this indicates the surface-bound peptide largely lacks orientational order, behaving similarly as the random coils in bulk solution (see ESI† for circular dichroism spectra). In contrast, a clear SFG response is visible in the spectra after complexation with calcium ions, which is retained after growth of vaterite: two distinct bands at about 1535 cm⁻¹ and 1680 cm⁻¹, assigned to an asymmetric COO⁻ side chain stretching mode and amide I mode within the peptide backbone, respectively. The amide I mode at ~1680 cm⁻¹ can be alternatively characteristic of 310 helices or ordered β-sheet structure. In the present case the latter structure is more probable since the 310 helix, having broad distribution of amide orientations within the helix, is not expected to contribute significantly to the angle dependence of amide peaks observed in the NEXAFS data. In addition, the more extended conformation of β-sheets matches the XPS and NEXAFS-derived film thickness result very well.

In the present study, the main driving force for vaterite formation is the strong interaction between surface-bound peptide and calcium ions: the abundant binding sites as well as high affinity between deprotonated peptide carboxyl groups and calcium ions will suppress the growth of calcite, thus favouring vaterite. Based on previous studies in solution, vaterite can only be stabilized by high peptide concentrations in the millimolar range. At the surface the local Glu5 peptide densities far exceed relevant solution state concentrations and can thereby very effectively stabilize vaterite. In addition to the inherent higher local concentration of carboxyl groups due to the surface immobilization, the restructuring of peptides obviously also plays a role: vaterite is formed by the cooperative interplay between Glu5 peptides and calcium ions. The Glu5 molecules reduce their van der Waals ‘footprint’ on the surface upon interaction with ions, which results in ordered backbone and side chain structures; in this aligned state the peptides can serve as more effective structural templates for vaterite formation by providing a microenvironment with local supersaturation which, according to the Ostwald rule, leads to
efficient nucleation of vaterite phase calcium carbonate. Here, calcium ions in the vaterite precursor solution act as the linking agent and structure the surface peptides, which, in turn, promote themselves into vaterite within the formed peptide template. In other words, calcium ions are ‘self-templating’ the formation of vaterite at the peptide–solution interface.

In summary, using the oligo(glutamic acid) peptides on gold as a model system, we demonstrated that vaterite CaCO₃ can be stabilized by engineered peptides at surfaces. Calcium ions modify the peptide surface structure and thereby self-template vaterite structure at the surface. This finding provides important information about the interfacial biomineralisation of CaCO₃, and indicates a biomineralisation pathway whereby template and precursor act together to trigger biomineralisation. Such a mechanism is possibly also relevant for other biogenic mineralisation phenomena.
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